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Abstract 

The Snatch Game episodes of RuPaul’s Drag Race are hugely popular and highly 

anticipated. A test of their make-up and acting skills, the game requires competitors to 

impersonate celebrities and answer outrageous questions in-character. The hyperbolic nature 

of these impersonations, consistent with the culture and affective resonance of drag and 

camp, invites us to read them as performed caricatures. Caricature, like camp, can be critical 

and transgressive. It can also depend on gendered, classed, ableist or racialized stereotypes as 

part of its implied critique of its subject. This article will consider how Snatch Game 

caricatures manifest this play of subversion and conservatism in relation to the selection of 

celebrity subjects and the modes of performance applied to the impersonation of them. This 

article will analyse the relationship between drag, caricature and celebrity as it plays out in 

The Snatch Game, by considering how the celebrity impersonation draws on and subverts a 

celebrity’s persona. If camp can be defined as ‘queer parody’ (Meyer, 1994), drag 

impersonations may be looked at as queer caricature. 
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I don’t dress up as a woman, I dress up as a caricature of a caricature of a woman - Trixie 

Mattel (Weaver 2017) 

Introduction 

Picture a television studio set, reminiscent of, though noticeably of lower budget than, the 

long-running game show The Match Game (NBC, 1962 -). Seated behind bright blue booths 

are a striking group of famous women. Reality television stars Anna Nicole Smith, Judge 

Judy Sheindlin and Teresa Giudice mingle with celebrity chefs Paula Deen and Julia Child. 

Nicki Minaj shares a desk with esteemed character actor Maggie Smith, who has elected to 

appear in costume as her character from Downton Abbey (ITV, 2010 – 2015). What strange 

alchemy has brought together these famous women, two of whom are deceased? And, though 

we may recognise these faces, why is there something a little ‘off’ about them?   

This is the Snatch Game segment of season six of RuPaul’s Drag Race (Logo/VH1, 2009 - ). 

A recurring challenge since season two, Snatch Game has become highly anticipated and 

much scrutinised by the international viewership of the hugely popular reality TV 

competition. In these episodes, competing drag queens are challenged to perform in-character 

as a celebrity in a skit modelled on a quintessentially televisual form: the panel game show. 
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This is a test not only of their make-up, costuming and acting skills, but also their ability to 

maintain a character and improvise wittily, much as the famous participants on the original 

Match Game would. The Snatch Game thus demands a combination of the skillsets of the 

conventional television personality (Bennett 2010) and the drag queen (Newton 1972, Harris 

1995, Taylor and Rupp 2004, Hopkins 2004, Berkowitz and Belgrave 2010). As popular 

alumna and season five winner Jinkx Monsoon puts it, ‘without [improvisation, wit and 

impersonation skills], a drag queen might as well not call herself a drag queen’ (S5, E5). 

Scholarship on drag tradition supports Jinkx’s assertion. Esther Newton’s seminal study of 

drag culture in the 1960s, Mother Camp, suggested that ‘verbal facility and wit, a sense of 

camp… and the ability to do both “glamorous” and comic drag’ (1972, p. 3) were highly 

prized in the gay community at the time, and the popularity of the Snatch Game suggests that 

this has not changed entirely. Indeed, Snatch Game, in its demand for the funny 

impersonation of a celebrity figure, is well-placed to enable queens to demonstrate glamour 

and comedy simultaneously: glamour purloined from the impersonated celebrity, and humour 

in the impersonation itself. While some of the comedy of these performances undoubtedly 

arises from camp irony, from the sheer incongruity of (mostly) male bodies emulating famous 

women, much is deliberately executed within the performance through grotesque distortions 

of the celebrity personae, or through exaggerations of their best-known attributes.i These 

impersonations thus share commonalities with a representational form that creates 

recognition, meaning and comedy through such distortions - the caricature. 

Caricatures offer a paradox. They are deliberately exaggerated, simplified and distorted 

images that are nevertheless instantly recognisable provided the perceiver is armed with 

sufficient knowledge of the original face. Caricature has historically enjoyed a negative 

cultural reputation. This is largely because its aims are ‘to ridicule and castigate by means of 

light-hearted playful distortion’ (Gombrich and Kris 1940, p. 10). The term is often wielded 

as a critical put-down, to indicate crude or hammy acting, or a performance’s reliance on 

stereotypical tropes. Like the stereotype, the caricature has become synonymous with 

representational dishonesty. As this paper will explore, this perception of caricature fails to 

recognise the form’s ambition to reveal underlying truths through surface distortion. Like 

stereotypes, caricatures act as semiotic shorthand, and can communicate cultural consensus 

and shared understandings (Dyer 2002). In its preference for exaggeration and distortion to 

comment ironically on the status quo, caricature also overlaps with camp as a sensibility and 

mode of address. If, as Philip Core (1999) suggests, camp is a ‘lie that tells the truth’, so too 
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is caricature. Performed caricature shares with camp a predilection for ‘exaggeration, 

theatricality, parody and bitching’ (Medhurst 1997, p. 276). Therefore, here I want to take 

caricatures seriously and consider what the intersection between caricature and drag 

performance can reveal about celebrity culture and identity. Following Moe Meyer’s (1994) 

definition of camp as ‘queer parody’, we might see the drag celebrity impersonation as ‘queer 

caricature’.  

Modern drag, according to Daniel Harris (1995, p. 64), is ‘rooted in the culture of mass 

celebrity’, and its modus operandi is the personification of another identity. It is little wonder 

then, that RuPaul himself introduces the first Snatch Game by claiming celebrity 

impersonation as part of the ‘great tradition of drag' (S2, E4). Moreover, as Newton (1972, p. 

48) points out, the impersonation gives a drag queen something to do, and ‘if the 

impersonation is reasonably good, the performer not only has immediately created a 

recognizable female form, but can draw on audience appreciation of the star.’ Newton also 

noted three criteria for the choice of women to impersonate: that they are widely known, have 

a highly individualistic and mannered style and are well liked by the gay community. The 

latter two of these align the drag celebrity impersonation with camp: its preference for 

‘intensities of character’ (Babuscio 1999) and its status as a form of ‘queer expressivity’ 

(Nielsen 2016)ii. Though it is important not to confuse drag with camp (Medhurst 1997), 

there are also crucial overlaps between camp and caricature, especially, as Newton notes, the 

tendency of camp towards the ‘perception or creation of incongruous juxtapositions’ (1972, 

p. 106).     

I discuss four prominent intersections between caricature and drag culture as portrayed on 

RuPaul’s Drag Race. I begin with an analysis of the concept of ‘character’ in both caricature 

and celebrity more broadly. To be able to identify the portrayed celebrity in an impersonation 

or caricature, there must be a basic cultural understanding of the meaning(s) of that persona. 

How these meanings are presented lies at the heart of both caricature and of celebrity. Next, I 

consider caricature and drag as parodies of both gender identity and celebrity, via an analysis 

of the drag celebrity impersonation as satire. Imbuing these performances with camp irony 

enables the caricatures to satirise celebrity performativity. Following this is a detailed 

analysis of the Snatch Game episodes, looking not only at the ‘challenge’ segment but also 

the ‘behind-the-scenes’ portion in the workroom, and the judging sequence to determine the 

ways in which caricature is used by judges as a – sometimes explicit- criterion on which the 

success of a performance is assessed. Here, the obligation to ‘make us laugh’ aligns these 
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impersonations with the comedic function of caricature, its use of humour to ridicule the 

celebrities that are represented. According to the ‘superiority theory’ of comedy, humour can  

be wielded by ordinary people to exact temporary power over people ordinarily in positions 

of authority (Stott, 2005). Caricatures do this in a similar manner to camp humour, by 

drawing on incongruous contrasts and absurd exaggerations. Finally, I analyse the 

performative mode of impersonation in these episodes, considering how these seemingly 

simplified, silly performances reveal complex layers of identity between drag queen and 

celebrity.  

Celebrity and caricature  

Caricature works on a principle that I have elsewhere (Andrews 2019) termed ‘distorted 

recognition’ – an exaggeration of the most culturally well-known aspect of a person whose 

image, gesture and voice is reimagined in such a way as ironically to enable faster recall. 

Gillian Rhodes (1996, p.13) offers this useful summary of how (pictorial) caricature has 

historically been defined: 

The essential features of caricature … appear to be exaggeration and individuation: a 

caricature differs from a realistic portrait by its deliberate distortion, and from a 

grotesque by its representation of a known individual. Other features also commonly 

associated with the concept of are a caricature’s power to reveal true character or 

personality, its focus on defects, its humour and simplification.iii  

Each of these aspects of caricature – individuation, the power to reveal character, the focus 

on defects, humour and simplification – is present in Snatch Game impersonations to greater 

or lesser degrees. I focus initially on individuation and revelation of character. I will move on 

to discuss flaws, comedy and simplification in subsequent sections. 

Celebrities are specimens of individuation; marked out from the rest of society with special 

status. More, though, as P. David Marshall (2014a, 2014b) argues, celebrity is a 

representative system that illuminates processes of individualisation in contemporary 

societies. Part of the celebrity skillset is the presentation and modelling of personas, which 

are an articulation of the relationship between individual and the social (Marshall and 

Barbour 2015). This requires celebrities to personify a set series of characteristics which 

circulate and construct their meaning and social value, turning them into ‘signs’ (Dyer 1979). 

Caricatures work best when they amplify these relatively simple, culturally accepted ‘facts’ 
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about a famous person’s image or personality. In Snatch Game, for instance, Manila Luzon’s 

interpretation of Filipina First Lady Imelda Marcos centred on her controversial collection of 

hundreds of pairs of shoes (S3, E6). Manila draws upon the best-known feature of Marcos as 

part of a gentle critique of her subject. She makes oblique reference to another wife of a 

corrupt dictator, Eva Peron, via a misquote from Evita – ‘don’t cry for me, Filipinos’, hinting 

at the connection between these women in profiting from the misdeeds of their husbands. Her 

caricature, then, uses Marcos’s shoe collection as a cipher for her greed and complicity in a 

brutal regime. In simplifying the person to their key attribute, the caricature draws on a 

cultural consensus about that person.   

By contrast, the lack of knowable personality traits can be an impediment to a successful 

Snatch Game appearance. Phi Phi O’Hara was the second queen to unsuccessfully attempt a 

Lady Gaga impersonation, because, as RuPaul pointed out to her, she has no recognizable 

personality and is, as Michelle Visage put it in judging, ‘all visual’ (S4, E5). Phi Phi’s is not a 

failure of image, but a lack of both caricature’s individuation and camp’s exaggeration. This 

may be surprising given Gaga’s place in the pantheon of contemporary queer icons. Susan 

Sontag (1999) notes in her seminal work on camp that ‘character is understood as a state of 

continual incandescence – a person being one, very intense thing’. Since Gaga is not one but 

many ‘intense things’, she is a tricky character to convey in the minimal available time for a 

Snatch Game performance. Both Phi Phi and Sonique (S2, E4) denuded Gaga of her intensity 

and of specificity, a failure of camp and of caricature.  

Caricature’s use of semiotic coding and dependence on shared knowledge of the individual 

portrayed has lent it an ephemeral quality. As Judith Weschler (1983, p. 317) notes, ‘it loses 

impact when we no longer know the code and have nothing at stake.’ Here there is an overlap 

with celebrity, which scholars have sought to analyse as part of a culture which apparently 

‘privileges the momentary, the visual and the sensational over the enduring, the written and 

the rational’ (Turner 2004, p. 4). The need for a knowledge and understanding of cultural 

codes makes the caricature a sophisticated form of communication, but also renders it 

temporally and culturally specific. For me, this was highlighted in season eleven’s Snatch 

Game (S11, E8).  I found myself lost, since I had little knowledge of any of the celebrities 

impersonated, many of whom were American television or social media stars who do not 

have mainstream fame in the UK. Since I had nothing with which to compare the 

impersonations, I could not judge the success of their deformations. Caricatures require 

recognition to function, since, as Gombrich and Kris point out ‘a caricature reveals its true 
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sense to us only if we can compare it with the sitter, and thus appreciate the witty play of 

“like in unlike”’ (1940, p.13). It is for this reason that one of the main anxieties queens 

express in the preparation segment of the show is that their subject is not well known enough. 

A ‘not-famous-enough’ character is not always an impediment to success; for instance Jinkx 

Monsoon won her episode with an impersonation of Edith ‘Little Edie’ Beale, who many of 

the other queens had never encountered before (S5, E5). However, in this case, there are 

clear-cut aspects of personality and character – particularly Beale’s distinctive voice – which 

could be exaggerated to create a recognisable, funny and camp character. Although 

recognition is important to Snatch Game appearances, the more successful caricatures draw 

on camp modes of address, incorporating to varying degrees parody, irony, theatricality, 

ostentation and subversion (Shugart and Egley Waggoner  2008). Little Edie’s adoption into 

the canon of camp appreciation renders her a doubly appropriate subject for The Snatch 

Game (Vogt, 2018). A fuller appreciation of the caricature can be garnered with the requisite 

queer cultural capital, which the judges of The Snatch Game can be assumed to have. In 

combination with her obvious talents as a ‘comedy queen’, this made Jinkx’s victory in this 

game all but inevitable. 

Caricatures are not simply amusingly exaggerated images of human beings; they are 

grotesque portraits which express personality through distortion of notable and/or ‘flawed’ 

physical attributes. In the Snatch Game, many queens have utilized this aspect of caricature to 

support their celebrity impersonation. Kameron Michaels’s Chyna emphasises her large 

biceps and pectoral muscles (S10, E7), and Pearl’s Angela ‘Big Ang’ Raiola from Mob Wives 

(VH1, 2011 – 2016) exaggerates her surgically enhanced lips and breasts and gaudy, 

excessive make-up (S7, E7), as does Trinity Taylor’s Amanda Lepore (S9, E6). Grotesquery 

can extend to performance as well, such as when Sharon Needles turns Michelle Visage’s 

enthusiastic laugh into a guttural squawk (S4, E5), or Eureka O’Hara, in character as child 

reality television star Alana ‘Honey Boo Boo’ Thompson (S10, E7), pulls up her frilly pink 

dress to reveal she has drawn over her large belly in permanent marker. These performances 

adopt caricature’s traditional function of physiognomic critique, centred on the idea that 

bodily imperfection reflects or reveals moral or intellectual failures beneath the surface: 

Chyna and ‘Big Ang’ are improperly feminine, Honey Boo Boo is literally marked as 

unintelligent. Grotesque exaggerations render the caricatured body as an abject site of 

personal critique. 
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As Andrew Stott (2005, p. 92) notes, the exaggeration of corporeal failings in caricature is a 

shorthand for conveying ‘a complete set of ideologically correlated ideas.’ Traditionally, the 

targets of caricature were members of political or social elites, and these exaggerations serve 

a subversive and satirical purpose: to suggest personal weakness, folly or fault (Streicher, 

1967; McPhee and Orenstein, 2011). In Snatch Game, celebrity status is problematically 

aligned with membership of an elite, even while many of the characters depicted come from 

the worlds of reality television or social media, whose specific address is in the ‘demotic 

mode’ (Turner, 2009) which flattens out distinction between famous people and ‘ordinary’ 

citizens. Caricature uses deformations to ridicule and thus symbolically denude its subject of 

power, capitalizing on comedy’s function of asserting temporary superiority of the powerless 

over the dominant. In this sense, it is a transgressive form. This effect is negated when 

caricature’s critical eye is trained on subjects without political or social power, especially 

marginalized communities or disempowered people. Similarly, caricature’s tendency to use 

hackneyed tropes of disfigurement, disability or non-normative bodily features as indicative 

of immorality or malice endow it a potentially reactionary flavour. In its invocation of power 

relations as part of its representational strategy, the caricature is an unassailably political form 

of communication, even when used in absurd contexts like the Snatch Game. It’s uses of 

surface appearance to articulate critical judgement in this way aligns it with the modes and 

aims of camp, and of drag.   

Caricature, camp and drag 

Although many queens in Drag Race have identified themselves as political performers, 

caricatures of figures from the world of politics have been rather rare in the Snatch Game. 

Examples include Manila’s Imelda Marcos (S3, E6) and a gender-bent version of Kim Jong-

Un served by Kim Chi (S8, E5).  Perhaps unsurprisingly, the presidency of Donald Trump 

prompted a more overtly political stance on the Snatch Game of season ten. Monique Heart 

attempts to personify Congresswoman Maxine Waters, a vocal advocate for presidential 

impeachment, with little success. Monique’s limited knowledge of Waters makes it difficult 

for her to improvise in-character. Her performance is stunted and inauthentic, in entirely the 

wrong way. She uses a prop ‘Impeach Trump’ placard, and wields Waters’s catchphrase 

‘Reclaiming my Time’, but beyond this there is little evidence of Waters’s personality in the 

performance. When asked about Waters’ career by RuPaul, Monique responds only with dry 

facts about her political status. There is no exaggeration of features, and a distinct lack of 

lampoon. By contrast, Aquaria’s memorable portrayal of Melania Trump was praised by the 
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episode’s judges for its accuracy and wit. The performance carefully mimics Melania’s 

gestural range: tightly pursed lips, absent smile, and frequent blinking caused by heavy eye 

make-up. Unlike Monique, she was prepared with tightly planned gags, such as writing her 

name plate as Michelle Obama, in a nod to Melania’s famous plagiarism of the previous First 

Lady’s speech. Unlike Monique, Aquaria improvises successfully in-character, drawing on 

shared jokes at the expense of her husband; for example, when Chyna/Kameron Michaels 

insults her, she responds ‘no wonder why my husband’s complaining about China all the 

time!’ Both Monique’s failed and Aquaria’s successful caricatures had a different intended 

target to the person impersonated: Donald Trump. Perhaps Melania Trump’s complicity with 

her husband’s misdemeanours rendered a caricature of her more politically salient than one of 

a well-respected opponent of the president.  Aquaria’s performance aligns more closely with 

caricature’s ostensibly subversive nature.  

Caricature can be aligned with the potential of drag to be, as RuPaul himself has said, ‘punk 

rock’ - an instrument of resistance or a ‘political statement.’ (Kornhaber 2017, p. 22). Drag’s 

claim to subversive affect has been discussed by feminist and queer scholars, most notably 

Judith Butler (1990, p. 146) who acknowledged its value for deconstructing gender in its 

‘parodic repetitions’ which expose ‘the illusion of gender identity as an intractable depth and 

inner substance.’ Butler follows the general understanding of the meaning and value of 

parody, summarized by Simon Dentith (2000, p. 9) as ‘any cultural practice which provides a 

relatively polemical allusive imitation of another cultural production or practice’. While drag 

certainly fulfils the criterion of allusive imitation, its position within the entertainment 

industry may qualify the extent in which this is read as overtly polemical.  In a subsequent 

discussion of the documentary Paris is Burning (Jennie Livingston, 1990), Butler denied an 

intrinsic relation between drag and subversion, noting that drag can be ‘used in the service of 

both the denaturalization and reidealization of hyperbolic heterosexual gender norms’ (1999, 

p. 338). Drag can, like other forms of parody (including camp and caricature), manifest a 

conservative or ‘customary’ undercurrent (Underwood and Schacht, 2004).  Caricature works 

through a sometimes problematic cultural consensus about the semiotic meaning of the 

famous figure portrayed and about what constitute bodily and moral flaws.  Similarly, much 

drag performance depends on assumptions about the meanings of femininity which need to 

be agreed before they can be subverted – and the subversion does not necessarily arrive.  

The clearest examples from Snatch Game of the play of conservatism and subversion in these 

performed caricatures lie not in the parody of gender identity, but in the invocation of racial 
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stereotypes. Two prominent examples of this manifest in the Snatch Game. Stacey Laine 

Matthews’s Mo’Nique (S3, E6) was essentially a revisiting of a character from Precious (Lee 

Daniels, 2010) which was itself deemed dangerously close to minstrelsy by film critics 

(Strings and Bui 2014). Stacey’s ethnic background is Native American, but her drag reads as 

close to African American, which led to accusations of blackface.iv Stereotypical associations 

with impoverished African American communities, such as a hatred for ‘skinny bitches’ or a 

hunger for fried chicken are deployed in Stacey’s caricature. In a similar vein, Gia Gunn’s 

choice of social media celebrity and nail artist Jenny Bui (All Stars S4, E3) was explicitly 

based not on any actual facet of Bui’s personality or biography, but on Gia’s conviction that 

she can authentically portray an East Asian person, since she is of Japanese heritage. She 

states: ‘I don’t know much about her, but I do know how to impersonate someone who’s 

fresh off the boat.’ In both cases, these performances seem to ‘punch down’, targeting 

representatives of marginalised communities, rather than to satirize elites. Both Gia and 

Stacey found themselves under scrutiny from some fans for their casual deployment of 

stereotype (Denby, 2018). These are not subversive critiques of social stereotypes, but their 

invocation for the purposes of a hollow laugh. 

Caricatures and stereotypes are both cultural shorthand, or ‘a simple, striking, easily-grasped 

form of representation [that] are none the less capable of condensing a great deal of complex 

information and a host of connotations’ (Dyer 2002, p.  2). The negative reputation of 

caricature and stereotype derives from the reduction of the humanity of the subject(s) 

portrayed to a small number of unflattering tropes or characteristics. The two terms are 

sometimes conflated in common usage, but the main difference between them is intention and 

individuation: a caricature is a deliberate representation of a recognisable individual rather 

than a social grouping. The confusion is exacerbated by the fact that caricatures often draw 

on stereotypical associations of the social groupings from which the individual derives, as is 

the case of Gia and Stacey’s Snatch Game performances. Another example is Manila Luzon’s 

use of a large prosthetic nose in her performance of Barbra Streisand in All Stars 4’s Snatch 

Game (AS4, E3). Superfluous for enabling recognition, the fake nose is a metonym for 

Streisand’s Jewish identity, also alluded to in Manila’s ludicrous burlesque on her Brooklyn 

accent. The failure to critique and, indeed, tendency to encourage the performance of 

stereotype in Drag Race has been critiqued by scholars (Strings and Bui, 2014). The success 

of Stacey and Manila in Snatch Games where stereotypes have underpinned and, ironically, 

validated their impersonation of individuals supports this claim.  
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Stereotype and caricature are part of the outrageous, excessive tonal register of Drag Race, 

which is sometimes at odds with a competing inclusive discourse of championing queer 

communities. This preference for politically incorrect comedy is part of the series’ 

interpretation of camp. Camp has been viewed as an explicitly political and subversive mode 

of expression (Meyer, 1994). Yet its radical potential one of deixis, as Kleinhans notes: ‘that 

it defines itself in difference from the dominant culture does not automatically construct 

Camp as radically oppositional. Only an audience and the work’s exhibition context can 

complete that subversion’(1994, p. 195). Critics of RuPaul’s Drag Race have argued that its 

formulaic narratives and use of standard reality television grammar blunt its ability to act as 

the context for these confusions (Edgar 2011, Strings and Bui 2014, González and Cavazos 

2016). However, it is possible to see  this standardization as a means for the show to have a 

homeopathic impact on representation: droplets of apparent or qualified subversion mixed 

into a digestible format. Like homeopathy, the effectiveness of this remedy is questionable. 

The Snatch Game’s quick editing offers minimal time for the queens to perform their 

celebrity. Drawing on the shorthand of stereotype is a convenient means of drawing both 

recognition and comedic impact out of a celebrity impersonation, even if the accuracy and 

sensitivity of the portrayal suffers as a result.  

In many Snatch Game episodes, there is a recognition of the political or emotional risk at the 

heart of the caricature. Queens, who often have sincere – or at least, performatively sincere - 

emotional connections to their icons, demonstrate in the preparation portion of the show their 

anxiety about performing as them. Raja (S3, E6) and Detox (S5, E5) both claim real-world 

friendships with their chosen celebrities (Tyra Banks and Ke$ha), which impede rather than 

aid their impersonations. RuPaul points out to Detox the inherent problem with this: ‘You 

gotta be willing to make a fool out of the person you’re doing.’ Milan explicitly states that 

she wants to avoid performing a ‘true caricature’ of Diana Ross (S4, E5). Alexis Michelle 

describes her version of Liza Minelli as a ‘loving tribute’ as opposed to an offensive 

distillation of the key tropes of her idol (S9, E6). Alexis’s successful performance 

demonstrates the potential for Snatch Game caricatures to be affectionate lampoon rather than 

unforgiving character assassination. Nevertheless, for a caricature to be effective, we must 

recognise the parodied figure as a simplified set of characteristics rather than a rounded 

human being. In a sense, this mirrors the general cultural status of celebrities: a lack of public 

acknowledgement of their complexity is the price paid for stardom. Some queens’ reluctance 

to move beyond a ‘loving tribute’ suggests an appeal to the humanity of their icons that 
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speaks to a less cruel and ambivalent relation to celebrity than is superficially understood 

from camp and drag culture as portrayed in Drag Race.  

Caricature as a critical framework in Snatch Game episodes 

Unfortunately for those queens reluctant to insult their chosen celebrity, caricature is 

explicitly set up in Snatch Game episodes as an evaluative framework through which the 

success of performances will be judged. In his introductory video for season five’s Snatch 

Game, for example, RuPaul says ‘stars aren’t born. They’re made. Then we destroy them’.  

As previously established, the caricature’s main aim is to traduce its target through ridicule, 

using comedy’s function of establishing the temporary superiority of the hoi polloi over the 

elite. RuPaul concludes the video by entreating the competitors to ‘be fabulous, be a star and 

most importantly, be funny’. Comedy is frequently reiterated in the pre-challenge segments 

of the show as the key criterion for success in the Snatch Game. A typical example is 

RuPaul’s exchange with Sasha Velour from season nine; he surveys her costume of tuxedo 

and top hat and correctly surmises that Sasha will appear as Marlene Dietrich. He suggests to 

Sasha that this could be a problematic choice since, ‘Germans aren’t known for being funny’ 

(S9, E6). Over the course of the series, competitors have become self-regulating, offering 

each other judgements in the workroom of the potential for chosen celebrities to be 

sufficiently funny. This can sometimes be achieved simply by the selection of an inherently 

amusing personage, as in the case of Eureka O’Hara’s Honey Boo Boo (S10, E7), Pandora 

Boxx’s (S2, E4) and Bob the Drag Queen’s (S8, E5) Carol Channing or Alaska’s Lady 

Bunny (S5, E5) and Mae West (All Stars S2, E2). More often, though, the humour of the 

impersonation must be achieved through the means of caricature and of camp: hyperbolic 

distortion.   

The fast-paced editing of Snatch Game episodes compels queens to turn their chosen 

celebrity into caricatures. Since, as RuPaul notes, ‘you have thirty seconds from the waist up 

to make it happen’ (S5, E5), queens must be selective and overt in their personifications of 

their chosen celebrity to create humorous ‘distorted recognition’. Adam Gopnik (1983, p. 

373) suggests that the source of comedy in caricatures is the recognition that ‘an artist has 

somehow tapped into the tendency of the mind to exaggerate, generalize and simplify, and 

has made these tendencies explicit’. Successful Snatch Game performances support this 

suggestion, since they tend to select and amplify simplistic character traits associated with 

their personality for comedic purposes. The Snatch Game described at the beginning of this 
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essay, from season six (S6, E5), provides the best illustration of this. Much like the ‘real 

thing’, Bianca del Rio’s Judge Judy is intimidating, forthright and barks scathing aphorisms, 

such as ‘beauty fades, dumb is forever’, with precise timing. Adore Delano emphasises Anna 

Nicole Smith’s slow and deliberate southern drawl in combination with unruly bodily 

movements which insinuate her permanent intoxication. Maggie Smith is performed by 

Bendelacreme with startling precision: she adopts an affectedly formal speaking voice and 

haughty mannerisms, pursing her lips and literally looking down her nose at the camera. 

These performances are funny partly because they are witty and because of their impeccable 

comic timing. But a significant source of the comedy also derives from the identification of 

simple, recognisable and satirisable character traits. 

Comedic drag performance has historically been highly valued and relatively well 

remunerated, based on some combination of slapstick, grotesquery and camp irony (Newton 

1972). Comedy is also an important means for the drag queen to express her power over the 

audience. Berkowitz and Belgrave (2010, p. 177) identify this as a ‘situational power’ that is 

‘tied to the stage, to the setting and the scene’. A drag queen’s ability to improvise is usually 

contingent on the relationship with her audience. Comedy derives in this context from a 

power dynamic in which the ordinarily marginalised person establishes temporary social 

authority. This can result in drag queens achieving ephemeral, localised or self-identified 

celebrity status (Hopkins 2004), helping to explain why Aquaria’s appraisal of her Snatch 

Game performance highlights that she is ‘amazing at being herself’ and doing a ‘silly stupid 

job of being another great celebrity’ (S10, E7). The theatrical pause and winked addendum 

‘catch that?’ indicates that she is aware of the pomposity of this statement without a hint that 

it will be rolled back, producing a moment of self-aware high camp which encapsulates the 

complex relationship between drag queen and celebrity.  

Drag has this dependence on audience in common with professional celebrity impersonation, 

which Ferris and Harris (2011, p. 70) frame as a ‘game’ which ‘requires not just an 

accomplished impersonator, emblematic costumes, signature songs and skilled stagecraft’ but 

also ‘a cooperative audience, willing to collaborate with the performer in maintaining the 

celebrity impersonation frame’. Costuming, make up, and judiciously chosen props, like 

Bianca/Judge Judy’s gavel contribute to the impersonation frame, but it is the performer’s 

ability to interact in character with an audience that creates a performance. The absence of a 

studio audience in Snatch Game episodes abrogates this impersonation frame, resulting in a 

reliance on television grammar to support or undermine the comedic performances. 
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Season six’s game (S6, E5) demonstrates how televisual cues (Mills 2009) are used to 

construct the comedy of these performances. Music is used to aid both recognition of the star 

portrayed and comedic comprehension. As RuPaul introduces each contestant, a snippet of 

relevant music is played to illustrate the personality. Jaunty clarinet-led jazz underscores 

Adore/Anna Nicole Smith, emphasising her silly traits and counteracting audience knowledge 

of her troubled life and tragic death, rendering her a more palatable figure for caricature. 

Maggie Smith is accompanied by string quartet music, underlining the caricature of her elite 

status and stuffy Englishness. Here, editing and mise en scene contribute to the performed 

caricature by adding extra contextual clues to aid quick recognition, in a manner analogous to 

the presentation of caricature in other televisual contexts (Andrews, 2019). Canned laughter 

is added to performances in post-production to compensate for the lack of diegetic audience. 

The laugh track is added to jokes or amusing statements to cue the viewer to a comedic 

moment, for instance, when Darienne Lake/Paula Deen quips ‘She’s a real keeper. As in keep 

‘er in a cage!’. The absence of canned laughter is equally used as a demerit for jokes that fall 

flat in the room, such as Milk/Julia Child’s strange attempt at a double entendre around the 

term ‘sausage truck’. 

Editing plays a similar role in cueing the viewer to laughter: after the queens perform a ‘bit’ 

or provide an amusing answer to the Snatch Game question, the camera often cuts to either 

RuPaul or one of the guests appearing on the show performatively laughing at the joke. This 

is noticeable with Bendelacreme/Maggie Smith, who maintains her character’s supercilious 

pose, as her intentionally amusing dialogue causes hilarity in the room. Editing can equally 

be used to exacerbate failing performances. For instance, in a brief reaction shot, guest judge 

Gillian Jacobs’s eyes widen, embarrassed as Gia Gunn/Kim Kardashian fumbles her response 

to a question from RuPaul.  Brief reaction shots from one of the other queens in the room can 

also be used for this function, such as Bianca del Rio’s eyes noticeably rolling at LaGanja 

Estranja/Rachel Zoe’s robotic voice and gestures. These shots often relate not to the 

immediate context of the Snatch Game, but to a wider story arc in the season of Drag Race, 

in this case a growing conflict between Bianca and LaGanja. Moments like these remind the 

viewer of the drag persona beneath the caricature, breaking any temporary pretence that they 

‘are’ their celebrity counterpart. This is reinforced in short segments of competitors 

addressing camera in their non-drag personas, delivering a usually scathing verdict on 

another queen’s performance, for instance Bianca’s tongue-in-cheek one-liner ‘Milk ain’t no 
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Meryl Streep’. The effect is to heighten the comedy of the episode and to undermine these 

ineffective impersonations.  

In their critiques and evaluations, judges’ comments tend to focus on the salient aspects of 

caricature performance that have been discussed so far in this essay: simplification, 

exaggeration and comedy. Guest judge Niecy Nash comments to contestant Jujubee in season 

two, ‘when you do characters and you only have a short amount of time you want to do the 

biggest thing about them that makes people go “that’s Kimora”’ (S2, E4). This observation 

demonstrates the extent to which the judges are explicitly looking for vulgar amplifications in 

Snatch Game from the outset. By contrast, critiques of queens whose acts underwhelmed tend 

to point out that they needed ‘more’ or that they did not read as ‘funny’. Indeed, there are 

occasions, such as with Coco Montrese’s Janet Jackson, where judges acknowledge the 

quality of the visual and vocal impersonation but note that it simply was not ‘enough’ (S5, 

E5).  In cases like this where costuming and makeup provide a close mimesis with the 

subject, failure suggests that additional skills are required in the Snatch Game. Regular judge 

Michelle Visage has directly invoked caricature more than once, for example, praising 

Manila Luzon’s performance: ‘what I loved is that you were a caricature of a caricature of 

Barbra [Streisand]’ (All Stars 4, E3). Accurate imitations are not the point of The Snatch 

Game. Impersonation hinges on exaggerated physical movements and vocalisation more than 

the make-up and costuming of the performers. While portrait caricature works through 

distorted iconicity, performed caricature depends on acting, improvised dialogue and 

movement as well as image. 

Impersonating celebrities, queering celebrity 

The demand for competitors in Snatch Game challenges simultaneously to be recognisable as 

their celebrity and to be funny requires them to improvise in character. While there are 

clearly some elements of Snatch Game, such as the opening gambit, that queens plan and 

rehearse, the most striking moments arise from extemporisation. A good example is this 

exchange from season six: 

Bendelacreme/Maggie Smith: [after a discussion of smartphones] Am I to understand 

that one yanks one’s telephone right off the wall and carries it with them? 

Trinity/Nicki Minaj: Ru, could you get people that speak normal English next time for 

the show? 
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Bendelacreme/Maggie Smith: Excuse me, we originated the language! 

Improvisation skills tend to be highly valued in drag queens who, as Taylor and Rupp (2004) 

note need to embrace a ‘theatrical identity’. Newton recognises that there is a theatrical 

structure and style to drag, arguing that ‘there is no drag without an actor and his audience, 

and there is no drag without drama (or theatricality)’ (1972, p. 37). As discussed above, the 

absence of a studio audience in Snatch Game episodes creates a rather artificial scenario in 

which the theatrical skills of the queens play out. The regular theatrical frame in which 

professional drag queens have traditionally performed is replaced by a televisual frame which 

exchanges long-form theatricality with immediate visual and performative impact. Ferris and 

Harris note that such framing is present in the work of professional celebrity impersonators, 

but that they  

move back and forth between the type of sincere imitation that represents the 

traditional theatrical frame (in which all in the theatre agree that the performer has 

taken on a role) and the playful improvisation that complicates that traditional frame 

(in which a performer makes a “wink, wink, nudge, nudge” reference to his/her role-

taking). (2011, p. 58) 

There are occasions on Snatch Game when such a nod to the artificiality of impersonation is 

enabled; a good example is Sasha Velour/Marlene Dietrich’s answer to a question about a 

Snapchat filter: ‘I found this question unfair, because as you know, I rarely know these new 

things, I rarely leave my house, and I died many decades ago’ (S9, E6). Recognising the 

silliness of the pretence that she is Marlene Dietrich, Sasha’s careful, mannered answer 

ironizes the situation, a subversion of the form of Snatch Game which makes a mockery of its 

entire premise. Here Sasha draws on camp’s tendency to ‘see everything in quotation marks’ 

(Sontag 1999, p. 56), to acknowledge the absurd contextual frame for her performance of 

Dietrich. In this example, Sasha parodies not only gender’s performativity, but the overt 

display of celebrity identity. This mirrors Ferris’s (2011, p. 1191) claim that a celebrity 

impersonation is in fact a ‘replication of the persona of a real individual’. In other words, the 

impersonating queens of the Snatch Game are not performing as a celebrity, rather, they are 

attempting to construct a character out of that celebrity’s persona. It is possible to do this to 

greater or lesser degrees of credibility, because persona exists separately though not 

independently from the person of the celebrity (Hamilton 2009).  Moreover, as P. David 

Marshall (2014b, p. 166) notes, ‘persona definitionally implies an outward appearance of the 
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individual’ which renders it possible for competing queens to emulate closely their chosen 

celebrity in terms of image and gestural range. The caricature format of Snatch Games means 

there is little need for the queens to have any interest in the celebrity person, able instead to 

reproduce and subvert the persona. 

Drag queens have an instinctual relationship to the presentation of a persona, since that is the 

nature and format of drag performance. Most research on drag culture emphasises that the 

drag persona is separate even if interdependent from the drag performer (Hopkins 2004).  

This is reflected in references Drag Race queens make to ‘boy self’ and ‘girl self’.  In an out-

of-drag talking head, for example, Bendelacreme discusses how his self-effacing and shy 

‘boy self’ has learned to be more confident from his drag persona. In Snatch Game episodes, 

queens will often select their celebrity impersonation based on their perceived fit with their 

drag persona. Bianca chose Judge Judy because of overlaps between her drag character and 

the TV judge: loudness, abrasiveness and being a ‘fucking bitch’. Adore states in out-of-drag 

talking head that her drag persona is actually inspired by Anna Nicole Smith, an idea assented 

to by the judges in deliberations, who argue that it is therefore not as great a challenge for 

Adore to perform in-character; in a sense, she is performing in-character as Adore, who 

happens to be dressed as Anna Nicole. This sense by which the drag personality is influenced 

or reflective of the (female) idols of the queen recollects Mark Booth’s observation that ‘a 

camp female impersonator may well continue to use the mannerisms of Bette Davies or Joan 

Crawford off-stage in a way which says as much about himself as it does the stars’ (Booth 

1999, p. 69).  

When we observe a caricature performance on the Snatch Game, we are in the presence of 

three personae – the celebrity impersonated, the drag queen underneath, and the performer 

underneath her. This recollects Jean-Louis Comolli’s (1978) assertion that when an actor 

portrays a real historical person on screen, there are two bodies in competition, one body too 

much. In the case of drag impersonation, there is an additional persona to contend with, 

another ‘body’ too many. This dynamic is at its most complex when queens chose a male 

celebrity for their Snatch Game performance.  For example, when Kennedy Davenport 

chooses to perform as Little Richard, her colleagues Katya and Ginger Minj are horrified (S7, 

E7). Kennedy suggests it is an appropriate choice, since Little Richard has been ‘in drag’ his 

entire life, implying that there is sufficient affinity between her drag persona and a male 

celebrity. Kennedy’s success in the Snatch Game challenge implies that her version of the 

character was an acceptable impersonation, despite Michelle Visage’s well-established 
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distaste for ‘boy drag’. Kennedy’s Little Richard lends weight to Helene Shugart and 

Catherine Egley Waggoner’s suggestion that the ‘“incongruous contrasts” that characterize 

camp irony are not limited to gender, even if that is its most common manifestation’ (2008, p. 

32). Indeed, it suggests that it is not only gender identity but identity more broadly that is 

under scrutiny in these performances. 

Sheryl Hamilton (2009, p. 224) sees celebrities as ‘persons in perpetual performance, as 

quintessential personae’. Moe Meyer suggests that “queer” signals a similar challenge to 

‘bourgeois notions of the Self as unique, abiding and continuous while substituting instead a 

concept of the Self as performative, improvisational, discontinuous and processually 

constituted by repetitive and stylized acts’ (1994, p. 3). If celebrities can be seen as 

performative personas, this definition of queer opens a reading of Snatch Game caricatures as 

queerings of celebrity identity along similar lines to Butler’s (1990, p. 137) formulation about 

drag as a parody of gender:  

In drag we are actually in the presence of three contingent dimensions of significant 

corporeality: anatomical sex, gender identity and gender performance… in imitating 

gender, drag implicitly reveals the imitative structure of gender itself – as well as its 

contingency.  

We might reframe this influential argument, via Hamilton’s identification of celebrities as 

performative personas: ‘in drag celebrity impersonation, we are in the presence of three 

contingent dimensions of celebrity: the person, the persona and celebrity performance… In 

imitating celebrity, drag implicitly reveals the imitative structure of celebrity itself, as well as 

its contingency. Celebrity is dependent upon the repetitive performance of knowable, 

individualised images and traits. The ability of drag queens to capture, subvert and capitalize 

on these traits via performed caricature suggests that they are imitable, contingent and only 

loosely constructed around the person. So, as drag and camp are queer parody of gender 

relations under heterosexist patriarchy, drag celebrity impersonation is queer caricature. 

Conclusion – why Beyoncé never works  

In discussing the overlaps between caricature, camp and drag performance, this article has 

analysed four key features of performed caricatures as they manifest in the Snatch Game.  

These are: the distortion of known character traits to aid viewer recognition of the subject; the 

use of these exaggerations as a means of satirizing the celebrity figure; camp irony and 
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comedy as the result of these absurd portrayals; and the queering of persona through 

performing ‘in-character’ as a celebrity. I want to conclude this analysis of Snatch Game 

performances by using this framework to analyse a frequently recurring trope in the Snatch 

Game: the failure of queens who attempt to personify Beyoncé. 

A major problem for queens who choose Beyoncé is that, in the words of Monique Heart, 

‘facts are facts.  Beyoncé doesn’t really have a personality that we get to see’ (S10, E7). 

Monique here speaks to Beyoncé’s success in releasing her private persona into the public 

eye on her own terms: details of her private thoughts tend to be volunteered artistically rather 

than exploited as a method of publicity, as is usual for other stars (Dyer 1979). This means 

that her ‘true’ personality remains mysterious, and her meaning in popular culture becomes 

imagistic and theatrical. While her power and intensity in these terms makes her a fitting 

figure for camp appreciation, it also makes her a difficult celebrity to caricature. As with 

Lady Gaga, there is a lack of intense singular persona that can be identified and subverted. 

For caricature to work effectively, it must select prominent character features, such as Judge 

Judy’s harsh tone and nasal voice, Melania Trump’s frequent blinking and vacant gaze, 

Marlene Dietrich’s androgyny. These are exaggerated to produce the distorted version which 

prompts immediate recognition. It is not possible to do this with a persona as fundamentally 

unknowable as Beyoncé, who has no clearly identifiable personality traits, but is multiple 

characters in one. It is telling, for instance, that when Tyra Sanchez chooses to do Beyoncé in 

season two (S2, E4), she refers to her as ‘Sasha Fierce’, the fictional doppelganger created for 

her 2008 album. Tyra appears to have inadvertently identified that ‘Beyoncé’ is as much a 

creation as she is.  She goes as far as to say ‘Beyoncé’s just like me, all I have to do is just be 

myself, smile, say nice things.’ It is unsurprising that her lack of distinct personality or 

exaggeration fails in The Snatch Game. 

Exaggerations in caricature do not only perform the function of aiding recognition. They also 

work as part of a critique of the person. Caricature tends to highlight its subject’s defects as a 

means of denigration. While it is possible to do this with affection, the ironic distance 

required for both camp humour and caricature often tends towards the insult rather than the 

‘loving tribute’. Drag Race queens have been largely unwilling to perform an imperfect but 

recognisable version of Beyoncé. Instead, each time she is created, the version is either bland 

(Tyra) or more or less fictional, as in Asia O’Hara’s angry mean mother (S10, E7) or Kenya 

Michaels’s narcoleptic IBS sufferer (S4, E5). The judges on this episode suggest that Kenya 
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does not possess enough pop culture knowledge to draw on for her performance, but it is 

equally likely that she simply elected not to satirize a popular icon. 

Kenya made the decision to humanize her version of Beyoncé by drawing attention to her 

failing body. Such corporeal humour is a common feature of the caricature, which uses abject 

imagery to satirize, to imply that flawed bodies represent human failings. This seems a poor 

fit with Beyoncé’s persona. Again, she is an unusual celebrity inasmuch as she does not 

really represent the dichotomy of ordinary/extraordinary that Dyer (1979) identifies as central 

to traditional star-making. Beyoncé is framed in popular culture as beyond normality: 

‘universally loved, virtually unquestioned, and flawless’ (Bennett, 2014). Kenya was, 

however, searching for an answer to the largest problem with Beyoncé, which is how to make 

her funny. This is a recurrent theme with queens who attempt Beyoncé. An argument breaks 

out in season two  between Tatianna, the eventual winner of the Snatch Game, and Tyra, 

whose Beyoncé fell flat.  It concerns whether Beyoncé is funny. Tatianna rightly points out 

that she is not. Tyra, strangely, takes offence, unwilling to brook any criticism of her idol.  

The stage was set early on for the problems with Beyoncé and the Snatch Game.  The queens 

simply seem reluctant to make fun of Beyoncé. Although she exudes the ‘continual 

incandescence’ (Sontag 1999) that may make her a figure of considerable camp, she seems 

not to possess the failed seriousness beloved of the camp sensibility. Her cultural power has 

the sheen of legitimacy derived of authentic talent rather than cheap self-promotion. This 

makes her an unlikely, though not impossible, figure to lampoon. She is therefore a poor 

candidate for the queer caricature of drag celebrity impersonation as displayed on RuPaul’s 

Drag Race. 

The Snatch Game challenge ‘unleashes the dichotomy between lampoon and legitimacy’ 

(Brennan 2017, p. 36) which is inherent to drag and to caricature. Its quickness of pace and 

reliance on visual and aural cues to aid recognition compels queens to caricature rather than 

impersonate their chosen celebrities. Queens must embody three personas in one, exuding 

and subverting the surface personality within seconds. Queer caricature parodies individual 

celebrities and, at another level of abstraction, the performance of celebrity itself. And yet, 

while bringing celebrity subjects down to Earth through distortion and physiognomic critique, 

nailing a Snatch Game performance can also help cement a celebrity’s status as a star, since it 

confirms their persona either has enough (sub)cultural cachet or is unique and recognizable 

enough to support a caricatured version. The fact that so many Snatch Game performances 

have caricatured other Drag Race queens speaks to both the show’s ability to create new 
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celebrities, and the instinctive ability of drag queens to model (celebrity) personas. 

Purloining, trashing and exposing the illusion behind celebrity ‘charisma, uniqueness, nerve 

and talent’ the queer caricature demonstrates the contingency and imitability of celebrity 

identity.  
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i ‘Mostly’ because a) some transwomen and non-binary people have competed in the Snatch Game; and b) 
some competitors have performed as male celebrities. 
ii This is not to make the category error of substituting ‘gay’ for ‘camp’. Indeed, much of the literature on camp 
discusses the historically problematic relationship between camp, queerness and the gay (activist) community 
(Meyer 1994, Medhurst 1997, Dyer 1999, Britton 1999) 
iii ‘Grotesque’ is used in this context as a noun, to refer to the art historical category of portrait, sculpture or 
architectural feature which displays a deliberately gross, ugly or deformed figure springing from the artists’ 
imagination, not based on a pre-existing subject. 
iv In March 2017, Stacey tweeted ‘7 years later and people are still calling this blackface…’ 
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